
world wide warren
Why take a virtual course?



I took a virtual course through World Wide Warren . . .





Spring 2014: Pilot with 78 students.

Summer 2014: 304 Students 90% pass rate.

Fall 2014: 189 students enrolled in five courses.

Background Initial 
Credit



● English 12/8
● U.S. History II
● Economics
● Government

Initial 
CreditCourse Options for Spring 2015



Ever Considered Taking a Virtual Course?

What are the benefits, advice, and impressions 
of Warren students who have already taken a 
virtual course?



“Got to have an opening for a class I wanted to take for 
the next year.”

What students are saying . . .
B

enefits
B

enefits
“The course let me work at my own pace so I didn't feel pressured to 

rush. I could work on it whenever I wanted to so I worked on it at odd 

hours of the day if I felt like it.”

“I benefited from the flexibility that the virtual course/courses provided 

by going at my own pace to learn the material. I didn't have to wait on 

another student to learn material that I already knew.



What students are saying . . . A
dvice

A
dviceI can use the study guide 

in order for me to get 
better grades on my tests 
and exams.

“
It is best to work in a 
quiet environment 
with no distractions. 
Working at the same 
time everyday helped 
as well.

It is easy to fall 
behind, and keeping 
up with the due dates 
is much more 
important than I 
originally thought.

“

Read a passage then 
answer the questions. . . 
Have the text open and the 
work open at the same 
time.

Slacking is a very 
hard thing to 
overcome  . . .



What students are saying . . .
Instructor was 
available . . .

Survey Says
Survey Says

Would take another 
online course . . .

Would recommend 
online course to my 
friends. . .

1= Strongly Disagree   5 = Strongly Agree



To Sum it Up . . .

Learn at your pace
Decide when and where to learn
Get flexibility in your schedule
Try something new
Prepare yourself for your future



Questions?
● To explore the possibility of adding a virtual course to your 

schedule, contact your counselor.
● For questions about the World Wide Warren program visit: 

https://sites.google.com/a/warren.k12.in.us/online-learning/ 

Initial 
Credit
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